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The Diepholz company had invited its 100 employees and their families to spend some entertaining hours in 
the company building at Kielweg. From barbecue up to fruit cake for reinforcement – everything was 
provided.  
 
The supporting program with a kart course, the mobile game "Fidibus" and an information vehicle of the 
AOK was very well received. "The event was a great success, "said Ingo Becker and Manfred Heckert. The 
two P + S CEO were happy about the success, according to a press release: "This Family Day provides a 
good opportunity to get outside of your working day to meet and exchange once. For many guests, it was 
also a welcome opportunity once to inform in detail about what we are doing here exactly. " 
 
Two presentations gave the visitors an insight into the seemingly unlimited applications of polyurethane 
elastomers from P + S. "Whether in the elevator or in the car seat, in the oil pipeline or in the asparagus 
peeling plant, the boat lift or ICE - everywhere here and in many other applications our products are used 
every day," underlined Manfred Heckert the global importance of P + S performance range.  
 
A technical novelty was seen during family day there also: "We have recently started on a new five-axis 
milling machine," said Ingo Becker and accompanied the visitors personally to this colossus with a working 
length of twelve meters: "Another important module to our manufacturing to further optimize. "All activities in 
the home P + S are distinguished according to press release by the highest efficiency and environmental 
compatibility.  
 
The products of the company from Diepholz are not mass-produced, but mainly in small and medium-sized 
batches of up to 100.000 units. On special request, customized individual pieces for specific applications 
are developed and manufactured.  
 
During its family day the Diepholzer company P + S polyurethane elastomers on Kielweg  presented the 
new CNC milling machine with five axes - here CNC router Klaus Riemann (left) and head of department 
Herrmann Hömer. 


